
RUN DATE: 04/04/03 
RUN TIME: 1158 
RUN USER: ECL 

CAYUGA MEDICAL CENTER NURSING **LIVE** 
PATIENT ASSESSMENT 

MHU EVALUATION 

MENTAL HEALTH UNIT, PSYCHIATRIC EVALUATION 
(PRESS: FS FOR DEMO RECALL) 

DATE OF EVALUATION: 04/04/03 Time: 0915 TIME CLEARED: 0825 
Revisit Within 72 Hours? N Arrival Mode: Ambulance, BLS 
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Patient's address: 1668 TRUMANSBURG ROAD City: ITHACA State: NY 

In 

Patient's phone 
Accompanied By: 

Emergency Notify: 
Relationship: 

number: 607-277-5808 
Friend 
WHELAN, ANNE MARIE 
Friend Phone: 607-273-6552 

Address: 721 W COURT ST City: ITHACA State: NY 
Chief Complaint: pt presents in er after coming via ambulance. states he has been 

feeling "a little bit different" and "feeling delusional" but is 
unable to provide any detailed information. pt denies a/v hallucinat
ions but appears to be responding to internal stimulation. pt describe 
an increase energy level which has caused him to run excessively. pt 
admits he has been sleeping poorly and hasn't eaten very well. pt is 
vague & evasive during eva I but is very polite. admits to poor memory 
and fair concentration. appears preoccupied and seems to be experienc
ing thought blocking. admits to daily marijuana use, last use reported 
to be "few days ago". pt denies any current med regime, states he sees 
janet stevens and dr belsare at epc outpt clinic. 

History of current 
episode/illness: 

states he has been feeling this way for "a few days or weeks" 

Current Outpt. treatment: epc outpt services, 

(agency, therapist, frequency 
and when last seen) 

janet stevens and 
dr belsare qmo 

Most recent inpatient treatment: 
(location,date,reason,los) 

IDEATION: DENIES ALL 
HALLUCINATIONS: Denies All 

cmc mhu 4/02 

appears to be responding to 
internal stimuli 

Self mutilation: has been scratching hand and 
hitting self as reported by 

(EXPLAIN) friend, alice 
AFFECT: Inappropriate 

EYE CONTACT: Good 

DELUSIONS: Bizzare 
COMMENTS: 

Abuse: unknown 

(EXPLAIN) 
MOOD: Elevated 

Speech pattern: RATE: Normal RHYTHM: Halting VOLUME: Soft 
ENUNCIATION: C COMMENT 

Sleep Pattern: reports he has only been 
(DOCUMENT HRS/DAY, sleeping 1-2 hr/night 

Sensorium: Oriented all spheres 
Substance use: Marijuana 

MED AIDS & DREAMS) 
Family History of mental illness (EXPLAIN): 
Medication: (F5) denies 

daily 
Alcohol 

(EXPLAIN) occas 
states "no, not really" 

History: (FS) denies 
(Medical) states "no, 

serious" 
nothing 
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RUN DATE: 04/04/03 
RUN TIME: 1158 
RUN USER: ECL 

CAYUGA MEDICAL CENTER NURSING **LIVE** 
PATIENT ASSESSMENT 

STRESSORS INCLUDE: recent forensic 
Legal Status: HX Of Conviction 

MHO' EVALUATION 

review at epc clinic 
Explain: criminal procedure law status 

Support Systm: Friend Live Arrange: House Lives with: Friend 
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Disposition: Transfer Rationale: pt to be transferred to epc as he is 
linked w/ epc outpt clinic 

Are there children in the home: N EXPLAIN: 
Diagnosis: 
AXIS I: bipolar d/o AXIS II: deferred AXIS III: deferred 

manic phase 
AXIS IV: deferred 

Lethality Screen: 
AXIS V: deferred 

(SHIFT + F8 FOR SCALE DESCRIPTION) 
Dangerousness: 1 Support System: 3 

Ability to cooperate: 2 Total Score: 6 
**SCORE <8 = INCREASED RISK OF HARM TO SELF OR OTHERS** 

COLLATERAL DATA: alice richardson, pt's friend who has been staying 
w/ pt: she reports pt has been increasingly 
agitated since forensic review at epc outpt 
services. she relates pt has not been eating, has 
not been sleeping, and has been running around out 
side for 5-6 hrs w/ no clothes on. pt has been 
making threatening statements towards self and 
others, making statements that he is hitler. 
she also states pt has disconnected all electrical 
appliances in his home, has left running water for 
hours. pt has been exhibiting rigid, compulsive 
type behavior such as running hands under scalding 
hot water, banging hands & scratching self. alice 
voices grave concern for pt's safety and for other 
people including herself. she relates there was a 
loud verbal altercation last night in which pt 
became threatening and alice was fearful for her 
safety. she also relates pt has been experiencing 

(TIME, PERSON/AGENCY, ROI?) panic attacks in which he becomes very agitated & 
out of control. she feels pt is a danger to him
self and is not safe to return home. 

REVIEWED WITH ER PERSONELL: dr baker 
REVIEWED WITH PSYCHIATRIST: dr roemmelt 
Insurance Pre-certification Documentation 

******Document all attempts to pre-certify******* 
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